Clear Value Plus SM
Evidence-based cancer
care and reimbursement
information at your
fingertips

Clear Value PlusSM is a regimen support tool for physicians
that highlights evidence-based treatment options and
provides clinical and reimbursement information at the
point of care. Clear Value Plus technology helps your practice
provide high quality treatment to your patients, evaluate
cost-effectiveness and efficiently document delivery of
consistent, evidence-based care.
The software presents Value Pathways powered by NCCN
and NCCN Clinical Practice Guidelines in Oncology
(NCCN Guidelines®) within the clinical workflow—offering
integrated financial information, real-time reporting
and benchmarking, and the ability to integrate with your
electronic health record (EHR).

Benefits of Clear Value Plus
Clear Value Plus saves physician time by bringing
relevant information to the point of care. It can simplify
reimbursement processes, reduce the burden of prior
authorizations and denials, and support value-based or
quality contracts with payers, saving administrator and
billing staff time. The software can be tailored to highlight
practice-specific information, such as preferred pathways
or regimens that require prior authorization.
Helps practices deliver quality cancer care
• Access Value Pathways powered by NCCN and
NCCN Guidelines® at the point of care
• Keep pace with personalized medicine and the use of
diagnostic tests through automatic clinical updates to
pathways and guidelines as new evidence emerges
Increase financial transparency
• Prospectively evaluate cost effectiveness of different
treatment options

Clear Value Plus enables reports on compliance by site, provider, insurer,
disease and time.

• Minimize exposure to denied claims by documenting
adherence to evidence-based treatments
Ease the burden of documentation
• Confirm regimen selections are on-guideline and
on-pathway, minimizing the burden of documentation
for prior authorization, quality reporting or compliance
• Automatically record treatment decisions in the patient
record of the practice’s integrated EHR
Supports the ability to negotiate quality contracts
with payers
• Drive high-quality care through adherence to guidelines
and pathways

The information contained, viewed or utilized within the Clear
Value Plus software product is advisory in nature only and is not
intended to replace sound clinical judgment in the delivery of
healthcare services. Reasonable efforts are made to include all
updates to included clinical content and guidelines, but medical
practices and providers retain the responsibility to direct all
medical decisions regarding the care and treatment of their
patients. Neither McKesson Specialty Health nor US Oncology Inc.
are authorized or qualified to engage in activities that may
be construed or deemed to constitute the practice of medicine.

• Use real-time reporting to demonstrate quality, including
key performance metrics such as adherence, regimen
utilization history and program participation—for an
individual provider, a single site or across the entire
practice
• Collaborate with payers to opt out of prior authorization
by demonstrating adherence to pathways
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Learn More Today
For more information about Clear Value Plus email our team at msh.cvp@mckesson.com

